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Abstract
Persistent high risk Human Papillomavirus (HPV) infection is necessary for the development of cervical cancer (CC). HPV carcinogenesis is based on viral E6 and
E7 proteins’ capacity to interfere in cell proliferation control. The metastasis status of pelvic lymph nodes (PLN) is a critical parameter in post-operative decisions
on adjuvant therapy, given its strong correlation with recurrence in CC. In order to complement the histopathological evaluation of subclinical node metastases, we
evaluated the application of a commercial HPV E6 / E7 mRNA kit, to detect viral messenger RNAs in lymph nodes and tumors of patients with CC.
Forty five cervical primary tumors and 152 PLN ( 3-4 from each patient) were included. HPVs were typed in tumors by PCR (polymerase chain reaction) using
generic primers PGMY and reverse line blot hybridization (RLB) with type-specific oligo probes corresponding to 37 HPV types that infect the anogenital tract.
PNL were collected in RNAlater (Invitrogen) and mRNA was extracted using the MiniMag (Biomerieux) system. Detection of E6 and E7 mRNAs corresponding
to HPVs types 16, 18, 31, 33 and 45 was carried out using isothermal real time PCR (NucliSENS EasyQ HPV, Biomerieux).
HPV was detected in the tumors of 42 patients; the viral types identified were HPV16 (n = 32), HPV18 (n = 5), HPV31 (n = 3), HPV45 (n = 2), HPV59 (n = 1) and
HPV73 (n = 1). These last 2 cases were not considered in the study because the mRNA detection system does not include these viral types. Also excluded were 2 cases
whose tumors were HPV negative. There was a high correlation between the histological and virological results. Seventy-two percent of the histologically positive
PLN were positive for E6-E7 mRNA; while 93% (125/134) of the negative PLN were also negative for E6-E7 mRNA assay. There was, however 8% (9/134) of
negative PLN in which viral messengers were detected.
Patients’ follow up was limited (4 years) and except for two patients who died (both positive for HPV 45) in the period under review, no recurrences were recorded
in any of the patients included in the study.
The presence of HPV in PLN may indicate a metastasis, as since the virus is not able of producing viremia or invading tissues it can only be "transported" by the
cancer cell. The presence of HPV mRNA indicates viral genome transcription, a process which occurs in a lymph node only in CC metastatic cells, as these viruses
can only replicate in epithelial-origin cells. Therefore, the findings of these mRNAs in the negative pelvic lymph nodes point out a very early metastasis, detectable at
molecular level, but unobservable on histological diagnosis.
The commercial kits for HPV E6/E7 mRNA detection, usually applied for the cervical disease management, may be used also to evaluate PLN biopsies, in hospitals
without high complexity laboratories. The test might be a tool to complement morphological observation, particularly when PLN do not exhibit characteristics
compatible with invasion, thus optimizing monitoring and decision making.

Introduction
Epidemiological and molecular studies have shown that human
Papillomavirus (HPV) are associated with the development of preneoplastic and neoplastic lesions of the anogenital tract. PVs are
absolutely species and tissue specific since they only replicate in
epithelial tissue; replication and expression of late viral proteins (capsid)
occur only in cells with some degree of differentiation. PVs do not kill
the cell they infect; but rather coexist with it, without penetrating under
the basement membrane or establishing viremia [1,2].
Over 100 viral types are known, classified on the basis of DNA
homology. Almost half of them are detected in the anogenital tract,
and their genetic variability relates to their carcinogenicity. The viral
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types that taxonomically correspond to A7 (HPV 18, 39, 45, 59 and
68) and A9 species (HPV 16, 31, 33, 35, 52 and 58) include most of
the so called high risk types, being types 16 and 18 responsible for
about 60-75% of all precursor lesions and squamous invasive cancers
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worldwide, with few regional variations. Almost all adenocarcinomas
are caused only by HPVs 16, 18 and 45 [3-5]. Types 16 and 18 are more
aggressive, developing earlier lesions and having a much greater risk of
progression than other oncogenic types.
HPV carcinogenesis is based on the ability of certain high risk
viral proteins to interfere with cell proliferation control. In severe preneoplastic lesions and cancers, viral DNA is frequently integrated into
the genome of the infected cell. This involves breaking the E2 viral gene,
leading to over-expression of viral oncoproteins E6 and E7, and cellular
genome destabilization. It was shown in vitro that the high-risk HPV
E6 and E7 oncoproteins bind with high affinity to tumor suppressor
cell proteins p53 and pRB (retinoblastoma protein), respectively, and
subsequently degrade them. Other cell targets would also be affected by
E6 and E7. As a result of the interactions of viral oncoproteins, there is
excess mitosis and deactivation of apoptosis mechanisms causing sustained
genetic instability which induces malignant transformation [6,7].
Several methodological strategies including commercial tests, exist
to detect viral mRNAs [8]. Most of them target high-risk HPV E6 and
E7 oncogenes [9]. Unlike DNA testing that only provides information
about the presence of infection and the viral type, the detection of
E6 and E7 mRNA identifies HPV genotypes most frequently found
in cervical cancer (16, 18, 31, 33 and 45) and is also indicative of the
expression of oncoproteins E6 and E7 of these viruses, which have
been directly associated with malignant transformation. The test thus
provides a higher positive predictive value than DNA as to the viral
carcinogenic activity [8]. Several recent studies have shown that these
tests may be clinically useful because of their greater specificity to
detect cervical conditions [9,10].
Detection of HPV DNA in histologically normal lymph nodes of
patients with cervix, vulva and penis cancer, using highly sensitive
technologies such as PCR, has led to speculation that it could
indicate an early metastasis or micrometastasis overlooked in the
histological test [11-16]. Nodal metastasis is an important parameter in
postoperative adjuvant therapy decisions, given its strong correlation
with recurrence. Radical hysterectomy with pelvic lymphadenectomy
is a widely disseminated treatment for Ib-IIa cervical cancer stages,
with excellent survival rates above 80% [17-19]. Despite these good
results, 20% of patients develop recurrences and eventually die [20].
Patients with negative PLNs have a low risk of recurrence, but
in absolute numbers they account for 50% of all cervical cancer
recurrences [18,19]. In patients with negative PLNs, many risk factors
have been proposed and evaluated, such as tumor size, stromal invasion,
lymphovascular invasion, microscopic parametric infiltration, etc,
whose presence would decide adjuvant radiotherapy (RT), but data are
not consistent and uniform in different studies [21,22].
Strict indications of RT in patients with negative PLNs are not
well defined, it is therefore important to identify risk groups that may
benefit from adjuvant therapy.
The presence of HPV DNA in lymph nodes could be an indicator
of metastasis, since viral DNA is integrated into the cancer cell genome.
However, the results of different studies have been controversial. [1316]. In our previous study group, it was noted that the presence of
HPV DNA in tumor free PLNs did not necessarily indicate metastasis,
but could be associated with an active immune reaction [14]. In order
to link viral presence in the histological negative PLN with early
metastasis the virus should be proven really active and not a mere
passenger. A signal of HPV activity is the detection of its messenger
RNAs (mRNAs), which indicate viral genome transcription. Because
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these viruses can only be expressed in epithelial cells, such expression is
expected to occur only in metastatic cervical carcinoma cells.
On the other hand, diagnostic tools are necessary to complement
surgery and morphology information in determining the overall status
of the disease.

Objective
In order to complement the histopathological evaluation to detect
subclinical node metastases, we have evaluated the application of a
commercial kit to detect viral E6/E7 RNA messengers in the primary
tumors and lymph nodes of patients operated for cervical cancer

Patients, materials and methods
Forty five patients (ages 19-67, mean 40.5) with stage IB cervical
cancer, treated at public hospitals from Argentina were included in
the study. Only patients who had not been previously irradiated were
enrolled. All patients were required to sign an informed consent after
providing essential information about the project approved by each
hospital’s Ethics Committee.

Collecting samples for pathological and virological studies
Forty five primary cervical tumor biopsies and 152 pelvic lymph
nodes (PNL) were studied, between 3 and 4 PLN average per patient.
To avoid contamination or degradation of the samples, during surgery
sequential resection was performed as follows: 1) 3-4 pelvic PLN
identifying them for comparing with the pathology results; 2) cervical
tumor; in each case changing the scalpel and forceps.
From each PLN and tumor, a portion of about 0.5 cm was collected
for virological studies. In order to keep on file, in case of a possible
histological review, an imprint of the excised portion was performed
on a sterile glass slide (RNAse free) which was fixated and saved at the
Pathology section.
The PLN fragments and primary tumor obtained were cut and
fractionated in a sterile Petri dish and placed in an Eppendorf tube
containing RNAlate, (Invitrogen) to avoid degradation of tissue mRNA.
The remaining material was fixed as usual for pathological studies (10%
buffered formalin). In each step, extreme care was taken not to create
contamination between the tumor and the PLNs, changing forceps and
scalpel each time.
In cases where the tumor could not be seen in the surgical
specimen or only the previously extracted cone material was available,
5 serial sections of 5 µm were cut from the fixed and paraffin-embedded
material.

Viral DNA extraction from tumors
The fragments of each fresh tumor were resuspended in
approximately 100-500ul of digestion buffer (10 mM Tris (pH 8.3)
0.45% Tween-20, 0.45% Igepal CA-630 supplemented with 500 µg/ml
Proteinase K) depending on tissue size, then incubated for 3 hours at
56°C until complete digestion. This product was used as a template for
subsequent analysis by PCR reaction.
When only fixed and paraffin-embedded material was available,
tissue sections were deparaffinized, hydrated and digested with
proteinase K supplemented buffer. Nucleic acids were extracted and
purified using columns (Qiagen) following manufacturer's instructions.
Once the DNA was obtained, it was suspended in TE buffer and
stored at -20°C until analyzed.
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Lymph node viral RNA extraction purification
Each PLN was previously placed in 2 ml microtubes containing 1 ml
of lysis buffer (NucliSens lysisbuffer, BioMerieux); then homogenized
using the Homogenizer Pro200 (Pro Scientific) equipment for 15-30
seconds and incubated in dry block for 30 minutes at 37°C.
Purification: 100 ul of the lysate were diluted in a 1.5 ml microtube
containing 900 ul of lysis buffer (NucliSens lysisbuffer, BioMerieux).
It was vortexed briefly, 100 ul of this dilution were taken and further
diluted in 900 ul of lysis buffer (NucliSens lysisbuffer, BioMerieux).
This dilution was used to purify mRNA with the NucliSens MiniMag
(Biomerieux) system. After numerous and successive steps involving
bonding the material to magnetic particles and washing with different
buffer solutions, the final elution was performed. Purified mRNAs were
transferred to a new 1.5 ml tube and stored at -70°C until analysis.

HPV detection and genotyping
For HPV detection direct PCR was applied using generic consensus
primers PGMY09, 11 that amplify a 450bp fragment of the L1 region of
mucosotropic HPV genome [23].
PGMY09, 11 PCR was developed on a final volume of 50 microliters
containing 1X buffer solution, 3 mM MgCl2, 80 nM PGMY09 primer,
80 nM biot PGMY11 primer, 20nM primer mix biot HLA-DQ, 200
uM of each dNTP and 0.025 U/ml Taq DNA polymerase (Fermentas).
Amplification was performed using the following program: initial
3 min denaturation at 95°C, followed by 45 cycles: 95°C, 30 sec
/ 55°C, 90 sec / 72°C, 120 sec, with a final 5 min extension at 72ºC.
Subsequent typing was performed by reverse line hybridization (RLB)
(CHUV), on a negatively charged nylon membrane and using specific
biotinylated oligoprobes [24]. Hybrids detection was carried out by
chemoluminescence using the ECL kit (Amersham) and following
the manufacturer's specifications. The system’s advantage is that it
identifies 37 HPV types and analyzes 40 samples in a single assay. This
technique was validated by the WHO HPV LabNet.

Detection of E6 and E7 oncogene messengers in lymph nodes
The mRNA were detected with a reaction that combines
amplification based on nucleic acid sequences (NASBA) and real-time
detection (RealTime-PCR) using molecular beacon probes (NucliSENS
EasyQ HPV, Biomerieux) which allow to detect the mRNA of E6 and
E7 oncoproteins of the most frequent HPV genotypes in cervical cancer
(HPVs: 16, 18, 31, 33 and 45). The protocol was followed according to
the manufacturer’s indications, adapting the methodology for biopsies
since the kit is prepared for use with exfoliated cervical cells (as previously
described in collection purification of lymph nodes’ viral RNA).
Post-op follow-up: patients included in the study were prospectively
followed-up for 3 years, using standard control protocols. All of them
received neoadjuvant treatments.

Results

Table 1 shows the viral types found in tumors by PCR and RLB and
in PLNs by mRNA E6-E7 detection. In 5 tumors mixed infections were
detected, 2 cases with HPV 18 + 16, 1 case with HPV 16 + 18 + 31 and 1
case with HPV 33 + 16, although these were not found in the respective
PLNs. However, in 100% of cases the type found in the PLN was the
same as that detected in the tumor.
There was a high correlation between the histological and
virological results (Table 2). 72% of histologically positive PLN were
positive for E6-E7 mRNA; while 93% (125/134) of the negative PLN
were also negative for E6-E7 mRNA assay. There was however 8%
(9/134) of negative PLN in which viral messengers were detected.
Post-op monitoring: During the prospective 4 year assessment two
patients died, one with positive PLNs by histology and E6-E7 mRNA,
and the other with negative PLNs by both methods; in both cases, the
viral type found in the primary tumor was HPV 45. In the remaining
patients there have been no recurrences to date, even in the cases with
positive PLN by histology and/or messengers detection.

Discussion
Due to up to 15% of patients with CC and PNL negatives develop
recurrent-disease it is crucial to improve the detection of the occult
metastatic spread of tumor cells. The presence of HPV in PLN may
indicate metastases; since the virus is incapable of producing viremia or
invading tissues, it can only be "transported" by the cancer cell. However,
tests based on the DNA viral detection only provide information about
the presence of infection and eventually the viral type, but if applied in
PLN assessment, they cannot demonstrate its activity, its replication.
Furthermore, the presence of viral DNA in PLN not necessarily implies
Table 1. Viral types found in tumors by PCR and RLB and in PLNs by E6-E7 mRNA
HPV type

Positive Tumors by
PCR-RLB n =41

Positive PNLs by E6-E7
mRNA

HPV16

32 (76%)

24

HPV18

5 (12%)

-

HPV31

3 (7%)

2

HPV33

2 (4,7%)

-

HPV45

2 (4,7%)

6

HPV59

1 (2,3%) *

-

HPV73

1 (2,3%) *

-

PCR-RLB: In tumors, HPV genotyping was done by PCR-reverse hybridization using
type-specific oligoprobes for 37 viral types.
E6 / E7 mRNA: In the lymph nodes (PLN), the detection of viral E6/E7 mRNAs for the
five most common high risk HPV types in cervical cancer (HPVs 16, 18, 31, 33, and 45)
was done.
In 5 tumors mixed infections were detected, 2 cases with HPV 18 + 16, 1 case with HPV
16 + 18 + 31 and 1 case with HPV 33 + 16, although these were not found in the respective
PLNs.
Table 2. Correlation between the histology and E6 / E7 mRNA results

Histological results
Six adenocarcinomas (all stages IB1) and 39 squamous cell
carcinomas (stage Ia: 1 case, IB1, 27 cases, IB2: 8 cases, IIA: 1case and
IIIB: 2 cases) were histologically found.

HPV detection and typing in tumors
HPV was detected by PCR RLB in 42 tumors of 45 patients; the
viral types identified were HPV16 (n = 32), HPV18 (n = 5), HPV31
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(n = 3), HPV45 (n = 2), HPV59 (n = 1) and HPV73 (n = 1). These last
2 cases were not included in the study because the mRNA detection
system does not include them. Also excluded were 2 patients whose
tumors were HPV negative.
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Histology

E6/E7 mRNA (+)

PNL positive (nº 18)

13 (72%)

E6/E7 mRNA (-)
5

PNL negative (nº 134)

9

125 (93%)

Total (nº 152)

22

130

Histologically positive PLN: lymph nodes with lymph node metastasis.
Histologically negative PLN: metastasis-free lymph nodes
E6 / E7 mRNA: In the lymph nodes (PLN), the detection of viral E6/E7 mRNAs for the
five most common high risk HPV types in cervical cancer (HPVs 16, 18, 31, 33, and 45)
was done.
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metastases because studies have shown that it could be the immune
response result. In negative PLN, HPV DNA was found in nuclei and/
or cytoplasm of germinal centers’ lymphocytes or cortical areas in the
cells of endothelial capillaries, and macrophages [14].
The presence of viral mRNA indicates transcription of the viral
genome; in a PLN it could only occur in metastatic cervical cancer
cells because these viruses, as previously mentioned, are only able
to replicate in epithelial cells. Most published studies referred to the
detection HPV mRNA E6-E7 are related to cervical tissue disease and
management
There are several published works that mention the detection of
HPV 16 E6 / E7 transcripts in metastatic lymph node [25-27] they
have applied RT-PCR techniques in fixed samples. In all the studies
have indicated that the detection of viral mRNAS is a more sensitive
indicator than the viral DNA to detect metastases [27]. Dürst M, and
col. found that recurrence -free-survival was significantly longer for
patients with HPV-negative PNL. In patients with cervical cancer
and tumor-free lymph nodes by conventional histopathology HPVmRNA-positive PLN were of prognostic value independent of tumor
size; they concluded that tumors larger than 20mm diameter could
possibly benefit from further risk stratification using HPV-mRNA as
a molecular marker.
Although there is a history of RNA detection in cancers [28,29] ,
there are methodological difficulties associated with this type of test,
because generally it requires working with fresh biological materials,
RNase-free reagents and under conditions which protect RNA integrity
and prevent contamination with cellular RNase and between samples.
The availability of a diagnostic commercial kit for detecting
HPV E6-E7 mRNA, partly simplified experimental conditions in
a Laboratory of Pathology. The assay used in this study allowed the
detection of the RNA transcripts corresponding to viral oncoproteins
E6-E7 of the 5 HPV high risk types most frequent in cervical cancer
worldwide: HPV 16, HPV 18, HPV 31, HPV 33 and HPV 45. This
results in a higher positive predictive value than DNA tests as to the
viral carcinogenic activity. Several studies have shown that these tests
may be clinically useful because of their higher specificity for detecting
cervical disease [30-32].
In our study HPV 16 was the most common viral type in tumors
(76%), and HPV 18 (12%) was the second in prevalence. Other viral
types were detected such as HPV 59 and HPV 71, cases that had to
be excluded from the study because they are not present in the group
detected by the E6- E7 mRNA. A high correlation was established
between histological observation and virological results, since in 93%
of histologically negative PLNs no viral messengers were detected;
however, in 9 PLNs this methodology found evidence of a sub clinical
metastasis unnoticed in the histological test. It should be noted that the
biopsy blocks corresponding to these cases were trimmed as usual in
anatomical pathology to confirm that there were no hidden-metastatic
cells inside the tissue specimen.
In cases of histologically positive PLN, 72% of cases were confirmed,
an acceptable sensitivity if it is considered the instability of RNA in
clinical samples and their probable degradation during processing.
On the other hand, the biopsy taken for mRNA analysis may be no
representative of the whole node because the tumor cell distribution
can be not homogeneous. The assay used in this study is designed for
sloughed cells of the cervix, it therefore had to be validated for use in
biopsy material (data not shown) which required further manipulation
of the material with the resulting possibility of degradation.
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Dürst M et al. [27] has suggested that the presence of HPV E6E7 mRNA in sentinel PNL of patients with histological negative
nodes, was associated with a decreased recurrence-free survival in 5
years follow-up. In our study the patients’ follow-up was limited (4
years), and except for 2 deaths, in the period under consideration no
recurrences were recorded in any of the enrolled patients. In a cohort
study with more than 5,000 patients it was mentioned that the larger the
lymphadenectomy, when PLNs were negative, the longer the survival;
therefore lymphadenectomy could be of therapeutic value [17]. In our
study, in cases with positive PLNs (histology or by mRNA detection)
in early stages, the resection of tumors and lymph nodes could have
removed malignant cells. On the other hand, it should also be noted
that all patients received neoadjuvant therapy. A longer-term followup could confirm this.
Commercial kits for E6-E7 mRNA detection designed for
cervical pathology may be applied also to evaluate PLN biopsies; the
methodology is simple and may be carry out in low complexity hospital
labs. The detection of HPV E6-E7 mRNA adds a diagnostic tool that
may be used to complement histological findings, particularly when
PLNs do not exhibit macroscopic and microscopic signs of invasion,
thus optimizing monitoring and decision making.
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